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The dynamics ofZ-pinch carbon plasma has been investigated using one-dimensional Lagrangian
code. This code calculates the single-fluid, two-temperature magnetohydrodynamic~MHD!
equations coupled with an ionization balance equation. The motion of plasma column and shock
front is studied in comparison with the analytical models such as the snowplow and the slug model.
The energy flow during the pinch is also studied. During the pinch phase, the temperature increases
due to shock heating and adiabatic heating. After the pinch the plasma is cooled down rapidly due
to adiabatic expansion which can lead to an adequate condition for recombination
Extreme-Ultra-Violet ~XUV ! lasers. The effect of the radiative trapping of resonance line on
hydrodynamics and population kinetics is also investigated. The calculation shows that there can
exist a high gain on hydrogen-like C VI Balmer-a line ~18.2 nm!. © 1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~96!02203-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Z-pinch plasma has attracted researchers for decades due
to its copious x-ray radiation. The interest in the physics of
Z-pinch plasma and its application to the lithography and
microscopy has increased research activities.1 There have
been several analytical models suggested to describe the dy-
namics ofZ-pinch plasma. The snowplow model describing
the motion of plasma column, which was suggested by
Rosenbluth,2 predicts pinch time and its dependence on
plasma parameters. But this model is not adequate to de-
scribe the behavior of plasma after pinch. Later, Miyamoto
derived the snowplow energy equation3 from the energy
equation of the fluid equation. This model takes into account
kinetic energy, internal energy and magnetic energy in the
plasma. Using the snowplow energy equation, the reflection
of plasma column can be described but the prediction of
pinch time becomes less accurate than using the original
snowplow model. On the other hand, the slug model4 con-
structed by using the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions5 and the
adiabatic law is capable of describing the motion of shock
front and the profiles of density and temperature. Even
though the physics ofZ-pinch plasma has been better under-
stood in the past, the inherent complexity still requires fur-
ther investigation. Duston and Duderstadt have studied
Z-pinch helium plasma using one-dimensional magnetohy-
drodynamic~MHD! code.6 The code solves two-temperature
fluid equations and detailed collisional-radiative model equa-
tions, yielding the spatial profiles of density and temperature.
The diffusion of magnetic field was also studied. Maxon and
Wainwright7 used the average ion model to evaluate the level
populations of argon plasma. The comparison of simulated
emission spectra with experimental data was made.
Shlyaptsev8 used a numerical simulation for the estimation
of gain in a fast capillary discharge argon plasma. Numerical
analysis is not only necessary and useful for the study of the
dynamics but also helps to guide intended experiments.

In this paper, the dynamics of theZ-pinch carbon plasma
using one-dimensional MHD code is presented. This code
solves single-fluid, two-temperature fluid equations in the
cylindrical geometry. This code includes the ionization bal-
ance equation which calculates the population of the ground
states in each ionization stage. In the energy equation, heat
conduction, Joule heating, Bremsstrahlung radiation and ion
shock heating are included. The energy transfer during the
ionization and recombination process is also considered. The
energy loss due to the strong radiation from the resonance
line is also taken into account.

The dynamics ofZ-pinch plasma can be briefly de-
scribed as initial Joule heating, shock heating just before a
pinch, additional adiabatic heating with strong radiation loss
and then rapid cooling by adiabatic expansion. The simula-
tion also indicates that the rapid cooling of the plasma after
implosion can provide adequate conditions for recombina-
tion Extreme-Ultra-Violet~XUV ! lasers.9 The gain calcula-
tion for hydrogen-like~H-like! C VI Balmer-a line ~18.2
nm! in a Z-pinch carbon plasma shows a very high gain
value,G.20 cm21 in an optically thin case. The effect of
the reabsorption of Lyman-a line is also investigated, using
the anomaly factor and the escape probability method. Even
though the opacity can change gain drastically, the simula-
tion still suggests that the gain can exist for adequate plasma
parameters.

The gain of 2.8 cm21 on 18.2 nm has been demonstrated
in a capillary-discharge carbon plasma.10 The condition of
high temperature and density near the pinch is also suitable
for the collisional-excitation pumping scheme of soft x-ray
laser, which has recently been well demonstrated in Ne-like
Ar plasma.11

II. FLUID MODEL

To study the dynamics of aZ-pinch plasma, the one-
dimensional single-fluid, two-temperature MHD equations in
the cylindrical geometry are adopted. In these equations,
Joule heating, shock heating, Bremsstrahlung radiation, heat
conduction and magnetic field diffusion are included. Thea!Electronic mail: kimd@vision.postech.ac.kr
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power losses due to various atomic processes are also in-
cluded along with the calculation of the population of the
ground state of each ionization stage. In this one-dimensional
model, all variables are assumed to depend only on radial
position, r , and for fluid velocityvW 5v(r ) r̂ , and for mag-
netic fieldBW 5B(r )ŵ. The MHD equations in the cylindrical
coordinate including the ionization balance equation have the
following forms in cgs unit.

The continuity equation~mass conservation! reads

d

dt
Ni1

Ni

r

]

]r
~rv !50, ~1!

whered/dt 5 ]/]t 1 v(]/]r ), Ni the ion density andv the
fluid velocity in the radial direction.

The momentum equation is given by
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wheremi is the ion mass,Ne the electron density,Te , Ti the
electron and ion temperature, respectively, andB the mag-
netic field induced by the axial plasma current. The first and
second terms in the right-hand side of Eq.~2! are the thermal
and magnetic pressure, respectively; the last two terms are
the shock pressure using tensor form andx is the shock
viscosity given by12
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wherecq is a constant to control the shock region.
The energy balance for electrons is described by
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The first term is the energy loss due to the volume expansion
(Pexp_e), the second the heat conduction (Pcond_e) andke'

the electron heat conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic
field;13 PJ is Joule heating given by

PJ5h'F c
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whereh' is the plasma resistivity;14 Pbrem is the power loss
due to Bremsstrahlung radiation.15 The energy losses due to
atomic processes include the loss due to the resonance line
radiation and the collisional ionization and the heating by the
recombination:Patom5Prad1Pioniz2Precombwhere
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whereNz is the ion density of chargez, A10
z the radiative

decay rate of the resonance line of thez-th ionization stage
having the largestA value16; S01

z andS10
z are the rate coeffi-

cients of collisional excitation and de-excitation between the
levels, respectively,9 and ez their energy difference. Here,
Rz , az are the ionization and recombination rate coefficient,
respectively.17 In the calculation ofPrad , the collisional de-
excitation process is considered since it becomes significant
at high density. The last term in Eq.~3!, Pei is the energy
equilibration between electron and ion,Pei5 (Te2Ti)/teq ,
whereteq is the electron-ion equilibration time.15

The energy balance for ions is governed by
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wherek i ,' is the perpendicular ion heat conductivity13 and
the terms withx represent the ion shock heating.

The magnetic field transport and diffusion equation reads
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This equation is obtained using Maxwell equations and gen-
eralized Ohm’s law neglecting the time variation of the elec-
tric field.18

The ground state population,Nz of the z-th ionization
stage is calculated using the following ionization-balance
equation,9

d

dt
Nz52NeNzaz2NeNzRz1NeNz11az11

1NeNz21Rz21. ~6!

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

The Lagrangian scheme19 is adopted for the numerical
integration of the one-dimensional fluid equations described
in the previous section. Since the integrations are performed
following the fluid cells in this scheme, the continuity equa-
tion is changed to (d/dt)*drNirdr50 and then the position
of each fluid cell evolves as (d/dt)r5v. This Lagrangian
scheme is adequate forZ-pinch system in which the plasma
is compressed by magnetic pressure. The Crank-Nicholson
type implicit scheme19 is used to convert the differential
equations into finite difference equations. For the conve-
nience of constructing the difference equations,v is defined
on the integral spatial-grid points and other variables on the
half-integral ones. For the temporal evolution, all variables
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are defined on the integral temporal-grid points. To avoid
numerical instability, the size of time step,dt, is calculated
at each time step using the following criterion,18

dt5c1MinH S DrA miNi

NeTe1NiTi1~B2/4p!D
j

J ,
where the subindexj represents a spatial-grid point,c1 is a
constant used as a safety factor andMin means the choice of
the minimum value among the values in the curl bracket. The
difference equations are then solved using Thomas
algorithm19 with appropriate boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions at axis are
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due to axial symmetry. No particle moves through the
plasma-vacuum interface,r p ~the outer boundary!. This is
represented by the following conditions:20
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The vacuum density is specified as 3.53108 cm23 at the
outer boundary. The magnetic field at the outer boundary is
calculated using an external driving current,I (t), instead of
solving a circuit equation,

B~r p!5
2

c

I

r p
,

I ~ t !5I 0 sin~vt !.

To treat the nonlinear dependence of the transport coef-
ficients the iteration method is adopted. The evaluation of the
ionization balance equations is carried out using the method
suggested by Carolan and Piotrowicz21 which involves an
eigenvalue problem.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For the simulation discussed in this paper,I 05340 kA
and 2p/v 5 4 ms are used, which are the values typically
used in our laboratory. Initially, the plasma is assumed to be
uniformly distributed with Ne5Ni53.531017 cm23,
Te5Ti51 eV andv50 and the initial radius ofr 051.4 cm.

The dynamics ofZ-pinch plasma can be described by the
balance between the thermal pressure and the magnetic pres-
sure so-called magnetic piston. When the magnetic pressure
is larger than the thermal pressure, the plasma is compressed
inwardly onto the axis. As the plasma is compressed, the
plasma becomes hotter due to Joule and shock heating and
the thermal pressure increases. When the thermal pressure
balances the magnetic pressure the plasma becomes stag-
nated and then expands. The important parameters character-

izing the behavior are the time when the pinch occurs, the
temperature to which the plasma is heated and the size of the
plasma column to which the plasma is contracted. These are
shown in Fig. 1. The simulation result is also compared with
the snowplow model@Fig. 1~a!# and the slug model@Fig.
1~b!#.

In the snowplow model,2 the pinch time,tp , is esti-
mated to be

tp51.4Acr0
vI 0

M0
1/4,

FIG. 1. The change of the positions of the plasma boundary and the shock
front with respect to time. In~a! the motion of plasma boundary,r p, by the
simulation is compared with the prediction by the original snowplow model
and the snowplow energy model@I: the simulation, II: the original snowplow
model, III, IV: the snowplow energy model withp0 5 20.12 and20.32,
respectively, wherep0 is the initial p value for the evaluation of the snow-
plow energy equation (p 5 dx/dt, x 5 (r p /r 0)

2, t 5 t/tc and tc
5 (cr0/2I 0)AM 0 )]. In ~b! the simulation results for the motion of plasma
boundaryr p and shock frontr s are compared with the predictions by the
slug model@I: r p , II: r s from simulation; III: r p , IV: r s from the slug
model#. In ~c! the spatial distribution of electron density in compressional
phase is shown, from which the appearance of shock and the accumulation
of particle in boundary region can be noticed.
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where r 0 is the initial radius, 2p/v the period of plasma
current, I 0 the peak plasma current andM0 the line mass
density. For our simulation conditions, this formula yields
tp5581.1 ns and the numerical calculation using the snow-
plow model gives;620 ns. These values are different from
the simulation result, 603.0 ns as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
snowplow energy equation3 enables us to treat the reflection
of the plasma column and estimate the radius of plasma col-
umn at pinch. As shown in Fig. 1~a!, the prediction of pinch
time and radius disagree with the simulation. Another defect
of the snowplow model is that it cannot describe the shock
front. The slug model4 is capable of describing the shock
front. The plasma radius and the position of the shock front
in the slug model are governed by

drp
dt

5
1

@ 2
51

3
5~r s /r p!

2#
F34 S r sr pD vs2 3

5

v

r p
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22r p
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3
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4pr p
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wherer p is the position of the plasma boundary,r s that of
the shock front,r0 the initial mass density, and 2p/v the
period of the plasma currentI (t). In Fig. 1~b!, the simulation

results are compared with the slug model and Fig. 1~c! shows
the spatial distribution of density for different times, from
which the appearance of the shock front can be noticed.
There are conspicuous differences between the slug model
and the simulation result. First of all, the predicted pinch
time and radius are different. The slug model predicts that an
equilibrium pinch is established when the shock front
reaches the axis and there is no reflection of shock. But in the
simulation, the plasma column is reflected after the pinch
and then expands. The shock front is reflected after hitting
the axis 50 ns before the pinch, finally disappearing just after
the pinch.

The dynamics of temperature at axis are featured by the
rapid change near the pinch, the higher ion temperature than
the electron temperature and the two-step increase of tem-
perature~Fig. 2!. The evolutions of temperature and density
are plotted in Fig. 3. To understand these dynamics in detail,
the temporal variations at axis of the heating and cooling
terms in Eq.~3! and Eq.~4! are investigated and depicted in
Fig. 4.

In the compressional phase, up to about 550 ns, a shock
is well developed@Fig. 1~c!# but the heating up to 10 eV is
mainly caused by Joule heating, substantially ionizing car-
bons. So the ionization is a main cooling source in this
phase. Another important phenomena is the diffusion of
magnetic field leading to the broadening of the current shell
~Fig. 5!, which cannot be described by the analytical models.
Recently, Foordet al.22 experimentally observed an ioniza-
tion wave propagating toward the axis in this phase. In their

FIG. 2. The temporal variations of the electron and ion~a! temperature and
~b! density at axis.

FIG. 3. The spatial distributions of~a! the electron temperature and~b!
density for various times.
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interpretation, the effect due to the magnetic diffusion was
neglected; however, our preliminary simulation shows that
the magnetic diffusion and Joule heating may play an impor-
tant role in understanding the dynamics of the ionization
wave. A further analysis of heat flow in the compressional
phase is under current investigation.

At the time of the shock hitting the axis for the first time,
t5560.8 ns@curve II in Fig. 1~b!#, the ion shock heating
power increases abruptly and the adiabatic heating follows
immediately@Fig. 4~b!#, leading to an jump of ion tempera-
ture up to 105.0 eV@Fig. 2~a!#. The higher adiabatic heating
for ions than that for electrons and the shock heating cause
the ion temperature to be higher than the electron tempera-
ture by 30 eV@Fig. 2~a!#. This difference disappeared in
about 30 ns due to the electron-ion energy exchange. At this
moment, radiation loss by the resonance transitions of C V
and C VI ion reaches its maximum@Fig. 4~c!# which keeps
the temperature from increasing further. Additional heating
caused by adiabatic compression occurs at the time,t 5 597
ns, when the reflected shock front collides with the com-
pressing plasma boundary. This leads to another jump of ion
temperature to 177.3 eV at 609.0 ns, 6 ns later after the
pinch. The density at axis also reaches its maximum,
Ne53.831020 cm23. Due to the high density, the electron-
ion equilibration time,teq, is so fast that the electron tem-
perature almost exactly follows the ion temperature@Fig.
2~a!#. The heat conduction loss for electrons is also signifi-

FIG. 4. The temporal variation at axis of the various heating and cooling terms appeared in Eq.~3! and Eq.~4!. All quantities are in unit of eV/ns.

FIG. 5. The spatial distribution of~a! the magnetic field and~b! the current
density in the compressional phase.
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cant but that for ions is negligible becausek i' /ke'

; Ame /mi 1/z
5 ; 8.731027. The power loss by Bremsstrah-

lung radiation dramatically increases@Fig. 4~d!# because of
its dependence onTe and Ne as Pbrem;Ne

2Te
1/2. But the

radiation loss due to the resonance line is low since fully-
stripped carbon ions are dominant@Fig. 6#. At the peak tem-
perature, the thermal pressure is enormous, larger than the
magnetic pressure and the plasma expands and cools down
rapidly to 60 eV in 10 ns which leads to the strong recom-
bination of C VII to H-like C VI ion. This heating and cool-
ing mechanism is very similar to the experimental analysis of
Hartmann’s work.23

Since the recombination XUV laser requires the heating
followed by the rapid cooling of plasma, the heat flow de-
scribed above is very favorable to create the condition for
recombination-pump XUV laser. The gain on H-like C VI
Balmer-a ~18.2 nm! has been calculated, solving the
collisional-radiative model for excited level populations and
using the following gain formula,9

G5
1

8pc

lul

dl
guAulSNu

gu
2
Nl

gl
D cm21, ~9!

wherelul is the wavelength of the lasing line (18.2 nm! and
g the statistical weight of an atomic level,Aul the spontane-
ous decay rate between the levels andNu , Nl the population
of the upper and lower lasing levels, respectively. Fordl,
Doppler broadening is assumed:

dl5
2l

c
A2Ti

mi
ln 2,

wheremi is ion mass. Figure 7 shows the temporal variation
of the gain at axis and the spatial distribution of the gain at
the time of maximum gain in the case of an optically-thin
plasma. The gain value,G.3.8 cm21 shows a chance to
use theZ-pinch system for a recombination laser.

The gain on H-like C VI Balmer-a relies not only on the
cascading processes followed by the three-body recombina-
tion but also on the fast depletion of the lower laser-level
(n 5 2) population via Lyman-a transition. The reabsorption
of the Lyman-a line can be detrimental to obtaining and
maintaining gain. In a plasma which goes through dramatic
dynamical changes as in our case, there may exist a strong

velocity gradient (;107 s21). The strong velocity gradient
brings about the large Doppler shift of wavelength, resulting
in the significant reduction of the opacity of the transition
line.24,25However, the reduction of the opacity (t) due to the
velocity gradient was not large enough to bring the calcu-
lated gains and the experimentally-observed ones into
agreement.26,27The anomaly factore, which is defined by

te f f5etactual ,

was introduced to bring marginal agreements; however, its
values used varied from 0.01 to 0.25 for different lasing
conditions.26

In our simulation,tactualwas calculated, using the meth-
ods suggested by Shestakovet al.24 and Leeet al.25 which
take into account the Doppler shift due to the velocity gra-
dient. The former is more appropriate for the strong velocity
gradient~near pinch and expansion afterwards in our case!
and the latter for the small velocity gradient~initial phase in
our case!. We also introduced the anomaly factor to see the
effect of various degrees of the opacity. By the way of the
escape probability method, the effect of the opacity was in-
corporated both into the calculation of the radiation loss in
the hydrodynamics simulation and of the population in the
population kinetics simulation. Figures 7 and 8 show the
effects of the opacity. Figure 7 shows the behaviors of gain

FIG. 6. The evolution of carbon ionization stages at axis.

FIG. 7. The gains of H-like C VI Balmer-a line ~18.2 nm! with different
degrees of opacity:e50.0 ~optically thin!, e50.01 ande50.1. ~a! The
temporal variation of the gain at axis.~b! The spatial distribution of the gain
at the time of the maximum gain: 621.1 ns fore50.0, 639.2 ns for
e50.01 and 690.5 ns fore50.1.
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without the opacity and with the opacity ofe50.1 and 0.01.
With the increase of the opacity, the gain drops and comes
later when the density is low and the opacity small. No gain
is observed with the opacity ofe50.25. The time histories of
the electron temperature and density at axis without the
opacity and with the opacity ofe50.1 are shown in Fig. 8.
Considering the case of the opacity ofe50.1, the effect of
the opacity on the hydrodynamics is small but on the popu-
lation kinetics is significant. We have performed a simulation
for a different set of parameters:r 050.2 cm
N052.531018 cm23, I 0 5 110 kA andT/45100 ns. The
time history of gain at the axis and its spatial profile at the
time of the maximum gain are shown in Figs. 9~a! and ~b!,
respectively, for the different opacities~different anomaly
factors!. This set of parameters produces the better condition
for lasing. The gain of 20 cm21 is reached without the opac-
ity and even fore 5 0.25, there exists the gain of 0.2 cm21.
With the increase of the opacity, the gain not only drops and
comes later but also its region becomes narrower from 600 to
100mm.

In 1-D simulation as in our study, the uniformity along
the axis is assumed. For the successful realization of soft
x-ray laser, the uniformity along the axis is indeed of impor-
tance. Recently, several research groups were able to produce
uniform plasmas and demonstrate the amplification of soft
x-ray light. Hartmannet al. have produced homogeneous
plasma columns in helium, and have computed that if such

an experiment is scaled to carbon, a small signal gain of
2.1 cm21 could be expected on 18.2 nm.23 Roccaet al.
also succeeded in obtaining the high amplification of Ne-like
Ar IX 46.9 nm in a 12-cm-long ArZ-pinch plasma11 and
observed the saturation of the intensity in a 15-cm-long Ar
plasma.28 Shin et al. have recently observed a small signal
gain ofG.2.8 cm21 on C VI 18.2 nm in a wall ablated
capillary carbon plasma which is aZ-pinch plasma with dif-
ferent boundary conditions from those in the present study.10

The Z-pinch dynamics with respect to the development of
x-ray laser certainly deserves further study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The global motion ofZ-pinch carbon plasma can briefly
be described by the analytical models but none of them can
describe the dynamics in detail. The energy flow of the
plasma has been studied using the one-dimensional MHD
code in the cylindrical geometry with the ionization-balance
equation. From the simulation, the dynamics ofZ-pinch
plasma is well described by the motion of plasma column
and shock front. In the compressional phase, the plasma col-
umn is compressed toward the axis following the shock front
which is well developed in this phase. This phase can also be
characterized by the diffusion of magnetic field and Joule

FIG. 8. The comparison between the hydrodynamics of no opacity and that
of opacity withe50.1. This shows the effect of opacity on hydrodynamics
is very small fore50.1. The temporal variation of~a! Te and~b! Ne at axis.

FIG. 9. The gains of H-like C VI Balmer-a line ~18.2 nm! for a different set
of initial parameters:r 050.2 cm,N052.531018 cm23, I 05110 kA and
(T/4)5100 ns. The result also shows the effect of opacity.~a! The temporal
variation of the gains at axis.~b! The spatial distributions of the gains at the
time of the maximum gain: 84 ns for no opacity, 112 ns fore50.1 and 112
ns for e50.25.
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heating. The hitting of the shock front on the axis followed
by the stagnation of the plasma column rapidly increases the
plasma temperature in two steps: first, by the ion shock heat-
ing and second, by the adiabatic compression. The plasma
column then rapidly expands while the shock front fades
away. The simulation also suggests that the rapid cooling of
plasma by the adiabatic expansion may lead to adequate con-
ditions for recombination XUV lasers. The effect of the
opacity on the hydrodynamics and gain has also been stud-
ied, using the anomaly factor for the effective opacity and
the escape probability method. The opacity has a more sig-
nificant effect on gain than on the hydrodynamics. With the
increase of opacity, the gain drops drastically and comes later
in time.
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